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Auction of the
Stars is online!

FREE TO VIEW
In addition to our normal bidding
methods of:
• Live bidding from in the room
• Phone bidding
• Bidding through an agent

exceed

your

expectations...

Bates Dressage saddles are the most innovative in the
world. Born out of total dedication to deliver a saddle
for sheer performance, Bates dressage saddles will
raise your expectations forever.
Riders will feel the power of innovation, with instantaneous
comfort, security and balance seated closer to their horse
with no interference through the length of their thigh for an
independent seat allowing pure concentration on feel and
aids.

We now add bidding
LIVE ONLINE!
YOU CAN BID ON ANY OF OUR
LOT LIVE ONLINE!
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The live online bidding will enable you to bid in
real time on the horses in this catalogue. If you
see a horse going for a bargain you can jump
in and get bidding! In general, our live crowd is
made up of breeders, dressage enthusiasts and
riders looking for their partner to take them
up through the grades. And phone bidders are
usually people who have come and trialled or
seen horses but can’t make it to the auction on
the day. Out of the 27 Lots one or two is bound to
go for a bargain which if you are watching online
you can jump in and get involved instantly.
You can choose to bid instantly from anywhere
around the world on any of the lots!

COVERING ALL DISCIPLINES

Your horse will show a marked improvement in its freedom
of movement, expression and self carriage, as the worldleading EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution and CAIR®
Cushion System offer a customised fit, even weight
distribution and fluid cushioning in the most
generous panel created.

WWW.LOCALHORSEMAGAZINE.COM.AU
anywhere around the world on any of the lots!

Every serious dressage rider, owes it to themselves to
put a Bates Dressage saddle to the test and see the
difference it makes. Harness the power of innovation
and exceed your expectations.
To view the complete range of Bates Saddles, including the
NEW Bates Dressage saddle, visit www.batessaddles.com

www.facebook.com/batessaddles
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Find more information on our

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING
and to Sign up go to
www.auctionofthestars.com

There will be live-streaming of the auction on
both Saturday and Sunday, however, this can be
delayed by up to 10minutes and the horse on the
live stream may not be the horse currently being
auctioned. The online live bidding is separate to
the live streaming and is instant. At the moment,
live streaming is for your enjoyment. Online live
bidding allows you to participate in
real time - they are separate entities.
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A MESSAGE FROM HEATH

A MESSAGE FROM ANN-MAREE

Here we go in 2017 - July 29th and 30th.
We have a great line-up of 27 horses for our
first auction of the Year with the inclusion
of the sensational young 3yo Quaterback
stallion, Holstein Park Quarterlander. He is
stunning to look at and stands 17hh and is the
most beautiful mover. Just exquisite to ride.
Spectacular, Spectacular, Spectacular!!!
Babies by our own young Quaterback stallion, Questing R, are again of huge
interest with Questing R now having scored 89% in a novice dressage test.
Everyone is talking about him. We have broodmares in foal to frozen semen and
a couple of mares in foal to Nemo R. This is the first season for Nemo R who
is perhaps our best-kept secret. Nemo R is by Negro, the sire of Valegro. Nemo
R on the dam line has a grandmother who is a full sister to Don Schufro being
by the sire of Weihegold who was individual silver medallist at Rio de Janeiro
Olympics 2016. Nemo R is possibly the best bred dressage stallion in the world
being by a mix of the bloodlines that produced both the gold and silver Individual
medallists at Rio.
All of the action can be watched on live streaming on Saturday 29th starting
at 12:20pm (go to www.auctionofthestars.com for the link). Sunday 30th is
auction day starting at approximately 1:15pm and this year we will have an
online bidding facility where you can actually bid and purchase one of these
horses from the comfort of your own living room after watching them perform
on the live streaming (www.auctionofthestars.com for more info). This is the fast
lane and exciting it is!!!
For further enquiries please contact myself (Heath) on 0417 656 636, Ann-Maree
on 0407 453 494 or Cathryn on 0447 008 470.
Cheers,
Heath

At every Auction of the Stars performance
sale, there is an air of anticipation. There
is an almost collectively held breath as the
auctioneer checks his mike, clears his throat,
and runs through the conditions of sale.
Who will set out on their dream today? Who
will pick up the bargain of the auction? Whose
life will be changed by the fall of the hammer?
What stellar Grand Prix career will begin right
here, right now, known only to the select few who are here to sip wine and watch
in fascination?
In the pursuit of excellence, we all hope for a little push that will give us that
extra incentive, boost our morale that little bit more, kick us up along the curve
to achieving our own personal dreams. Take the innocent beginner rider who
comes to the auction to choose another broodmare to add to his rapidly growing
collection as he dives headfirst into the Olympic breeding world. He is absolutely,
without a doubt, head over heels hooked. The internet has been researched, the
catalogue is marked and dog-eared, the motel and VIP table booked – this is
serious stuff!
Imagine his delight when he picks up one of the jewels of the December 2016
auction for $5750 – and there wasn’t even any GST! A late lot number, a thinning
crowd - and a stunning mare by French Kiss out of a Salute mare, in foal to
Questing R, is all his! Right there, a new matriarch of the broodmare herd is
collected and she is only nine years old. Unfortunately the ill health of one rider
is the beginner of another’s real career, and the mare, previously competed to
elementary, is sent off for a week’s boot camp before weekly lessons with a
Grand Prix rider/coach commence.
Could anyone, who hasn’t been there, imagine the sheer delight felt by rider
moving off a $500 rescue horse onto a French Kiss mare that floats across the
arena surface? Or the ‘good pain’ of stomach muscles that learn to sit a worldclass trot, or the hands that learn at an exponential rate the levels of subtlety and
tact needed to ride get the best out of a sensitive mare? Before maternity duties
begin, there is just enough time to learn how beautiful a contact can be, to learn
to sit deep into a trot that uses every newfound back muscle, and to wonder
anew each day at the increased rewards for dedicated efforts.
Nothing but 150% trying. Just sheer enthusiasm. Just throwing himself at
something that he couldn’t do at all 18 months previously. Suddenly there are
5am rides before work and solar lights on a cleared patch of paddock. There are
more competitions, with rewards far beyond merely staying in the arena on a
vaguely ‘round’ stockhorse.
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Before maternity leave kicks in, there is a whopping 72% official novice score
– not too many people are posting national qualifying scores like that, let alone
beginners. Horses like this one make it all possible.
Suddenly the future is overflowing with possibilities. There are plans to ride and
compete top-pedigreed breakers, to breed more champions, to pursue a dream
suddenly looking within reach. Auction of the Stars changes lives. For as little
as $5750. Think about it when Heath is cajoling ‘just one more bid and it’s on
the market’.
This sale, the one with the goal changer could be you.
Ann-Maree
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Where quality will never be compromised!
Feeding is made easi!
Family owned and operated
for 25 years, growing into the future!

FREE LIVE STREAM
AUCTION OF THE STARS
SATURDAY 29 JULY &
SUNDAY 30 JULY, 2017
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Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267
Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au
Auction of the Stars has bags of Pryde’s
products to give away as lucky door prizes over
our auction weekend.
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To share in this TOP QUALITY FEED all you have to do is be there!
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Mobiles
0491 100 856
0491 108 543
0491 119 563
0491 119 925

Important Notices

Important Notices

CONDITIONS OF SALE

INSURANCE

The conditions of sale that apply to this auction are publicly displayed on the
website, www.auctionofthestars.com also at the stables and inside the
auction arena. A copy can be obtained from the sales office.

Horses may be collected once paid for.

We highly recommend that you choose to insure your purchase: Cheryl Dods
from IRT Insurance will be in attendance at the sale and she will be happy
to answer all your insurance questions and/or you can call her on 0411 703
703. IRT Insurance offers fall-of-hammer cover for mortality and theft at
competitive rates. All auction horses have a certificate of good health acceptable
for insurance purposes and we strongly advise that you do not transport your
new purchase home with insuring it!

PAYMENTS

AUCTION OF THE STARS CONTACTS

Purchasers’ attention is drawn to the conditions of sale that unless other
arrangements are made, terms are cash before delivery. This sale is conducted
on a GST exclusive basis and the final price is subject to 10% GST. Where
payments are made with Visa, Bankcard or Mastercard, a 3% surcharge will be
made. (No American Express or Diners Card.)

Auctioneer
Andrew Hearn 0412 648 847
		andrew@andrewhearn.com.au

DELIVERY

Directors		

TIMETABLE

Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
		info@auctionofthestars.com
		
Ann-Maree Lourey 0407 453 494
		am@byalee.net

Saturday, July 29:

ACCOMMODATION

12.20pm:
2.00pm:
3.00pm:
5.30pm:

Presentation of freeschooling unbroken stock and broodmares
Presentation of ridden horses and trialling
Stallions presentation
Entertainment and complimentary sausage sizzle

Sunday, July 30:
8.30am:
9.40am:
11.00am:
11.05am:
1.00pm:

Trialling of ridden horses
Presentation of freeschooling unbroken stock and broodmares
VIPs seated and drinks and nibbles are served
Stallion masterclass with the eight stallions
Auction starts

VIP bookings: shop here at http://www.ryanshorses.com.au/
shop/category/ticket-sales info@auctionofthestars.com
or phone 0407 453 494.

Country Comfort Motto Farm Motel
Sir Francis Drake Inn
Colonial Terrace Motor Inn
Sleepy Hill Motor Inn
Mecure Newcastle Airport

02 49871211
02 49871444
02 49 872244
02 49 872321
02 40338900

Other accommodation options are available by contacting:
Raymond Terrace Tourism Centre 0249 871 211

DIRECTIONS
The Newcastle Equestrian Centre is on the Pacific Highway at Motto Farm,
between Raymond Terrace and Hexham.
You will find it between the Sir Francis Drake Airport Motel and the Motto Farm
Motel.
It is just 15 minutes from Newcastle Airport – 2273 Pacific Highway,
Heatherbrae.
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CAN’T MAKE IT?

PHONE
BID
We now add bidding
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LIVE ONLINE!
details page 3

About 40% of our horses are sold at auction to people
who aren’t even there! We would love to help you out if
you can’t attend the Auction of the Stars.

Download the phone bid form
from www.auctionofthestars.com
or call Heath on 0417 656 636
or email info@auctionofthestars.com
DOMESTIC RURAL EQUINE INDUSTRIAL DIY KIT HOMES

CUSTOM SHED
DESIGNS

MANUFACTURED
IN AUSTRALIA

GABLE OR SKILLION
ROOF OPTION

CYCLONIC &
SNOW LOADING

SITE SPECIFIC
ENGINEERING

SHEDSAFE
ACCREDITED

PRE-ENGINEERED
KIT BUILDINGS

FULLY BOLTED
PORTAL FRAMES

KITS SUPPLIED IN
FULL & UNDAMAGED

D.I.Y STUD FRAME
STEEL KIT HOMES

STEEL SUPPLIED BY
BLUESCOPE

SHOP LOCALLY OR
OVER THE PHONE

David & Bronwen Fox 0410 642 659
66 Adams Peak Road, Broke
Servicing the Hunter Valley & Newcastle Region

Visit www.sheds.com.au
Auction of the Stars Newcastle, NSW

FINANCE AVAILABLE
Auction of the Stars continues to provide finance to approved
clients based on the two options below.

PRE-APPROVED FINANCE

Have your finance of up to $20,000 approved in advance and
you can take your new horse home with you! Interest-free over
12 months. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for details.
* Approved buyers only. Conditions apply.

TOP-UP FINANCE

Don’t have quite enough on the day? Bid up to 30% more on
your selected lot and collect it when it’s paid off with our
interestfree terms. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for
details. * Conditions apply.
For further information in relation to
finance contact Ann-Maree Lourey
on 0407 453 494.
www.auctionofthestars.com

SAVE THE DATE
December 16-17
Annual
Christmas
Auction

DARLING DOWNS
HORSE TRANSPORT
EXPERIENCED OWNER / OPERATOR
Safe and reliable weekly service from Brisbane to Sydney, and all
other areas by request

Air Ride Suspension / Surveillance Cameras

Hanns
HORSE TRANSPORT

Experience
the difference...
Offering the best service, equipment and

Full Rubber dividers to the floor

in-transit care available.

Experienced horseman owner / operator

Local - Country - Interstate
Credit card and EFTPOS facilities

SA VIC NSW ACT & QLD Weekly
www.ddht.com.au • ddht@bigpond.com
• 0408 289 272
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Ph: (03) 5281 5414
www.hannsht.com.au
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Black stallion 16.3hh 1996
Regardez Moi is the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in Australian
history with more than 40 Grand Prix wins. He has on three separate occasions
been the Australian Grand Prix champion as well as Grand Prix champion at
Equitana for three consecutive years and represented Australia at the 2009 World
Cup Final in Las Vegas. Regardez Moi has sired many outstanding competition
horses including the 2016 Australian Grand Prix Champion Utopian Cardinal. At
the 2016 Australian Dressage Championships Mindarah Park Ramadan (Mary
Warren) was first in the Grand Prix Freestyle and second was Utopian Cardinal
(Heath Ryan). Both horses were by Regardez Moi. In Australia at the moment
there are some six Grand Prix dressage horses who are either by Regardez Moi
or out of a Regardez Moi mare. Unexpectedly Regardez Moi has also proven to
be very successful in siring 3* eventers with several offspring competing at the
2016 Adelaide International. Regardez Moi is now 20yo and without question is a
legend in his own lifetime. He has been most successful competition horse ever
at Grand Prix level in Australia, he has sired more top Grand Prix dressage horses
than any other stallion in Australia ever, he has produced high-priced foals and
weanlings that have gone through the auctions and he still performs in public
under saddle. Live cover only
Rubinstein

Scan the barcode with your smartphone or
ipad to link directly to the Auction of the
Scan the barcode with your smartphone
Stars website.
or ipad to link directly to the Auction of
the Stars website.

25NSW
+ 26
Auction of the Stars Newcastle,

July

2015

Rozenkavalier
Antine
Consul

Clothilde
Debby

Romadour II
Diva
Angelo
Dodona
Swazi
Cornau
Donnerhall
Peggy (Angelo)

Service fee: $3850 including GST | Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Byalee Briar

STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW
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Palomino stallion 17.2hh 2004

Bay stallion 16.3hh 1996

AOS goes to great lengths to ensure that we have the stallions with the best Grand
Prix genetics in the world - this is one of them, and Byalee Briar is the only stallion in
Australia by Bjorsells Briar 899 who is shaping up to be competitive and startlingly
spectacular. Briar has had a quiet beginning to his career, but Ann-Maree has
never given up on her vision and his schooling is now allowing those genetics and
underlying talents to come to fruition. Briar is showing signs of realising his promise
and is responding positively to schooling in piaffe, passage, tempi changes and
pirouettes. He is now finding new gears that make him very exciting! And – he is the
sire of the Auction of the Stars’ record-setting sale, Byalee Breathless for $72,600 at
our 2015 Christmas auction. Unbroken youngstock sell for up to $16,500 on farm.
Briar is completely focused on a pathway to Grand Prix, but having said that, the
information we are getting is that he is also throwing serious jumping talent. Bjorsells
Briar 899 (elite-listed stallion) was for seven years the world’s number one dressage
breeding stallion. However, he actually scored higher for jumping than dressage at
his stallion testing, as did Briar’s dam sire, Bernstein, another elite-listed Swedish
warmblood. Briar has an advanced level qualifying average of more than 65% and
we look forward to even better to come. Briar is renowned for his amazingly calm
temperament and buyers are enthusiastic about his youngstock, which inherit his
statuesque conformation and athletic ability. Live cover only.

Unfortunately Jive Magic was injured and so did not continue his campaign as
a top Grand Prix competition horse. He did, however, earn a reputation of being
the most powerful Grand Prix horse in Australia. Jive Magic won some of the
biggest Grand Prix competitions on the circuit, including the prestigious Sydney
CDI 2010. As a sire, Jive Magic is experiencing huge success. His very first
foal went Grand Prix and is called Jeff the Chef. Jeff the Chef is campaigning
in the USA, while in Australia, Johnny Depp moved into the Grand Prix arena
when just 7yo, with outstanding success at the age of 8. At State and National
Championships and in young rider classes, as well as in young horse classes,
Jive’s offspring have been winning championships. Rozzie Ryan is campaigning
champion Grand Prix horse Jarrah R. Just Dance (Katina smith) has recently
chalked up his first wins at PSG and Inter I, while Jazzki won the 5yo young
horse class at Dressage with the Stars 2013. Young stock by Jive Magic are
inclined to have very fancy movement. Jive Magic is by Jazz, a world-recognised
dressage dynasty and to this day the top riders the world over will seek out these
bloodlines with a view to Olympic performances.

Bjorsells Briar 899

Magini
Charis
Benrstein

Florine
Flaurinne

Maraton
Gabinette
Krocket
Michaela
Napoleon
Bristol Cream
Nepal
Flaura

Service fee: $2200 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net
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Charmante
Fruhling

Kind of Magic
Gieke Utopia

Purioso
Ulissa
Ulster
Warmante
Landadel
Griselda
Aktion
Cristel Utopia

Service fee: $3850 including GST, Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636,
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Chestnut stallion 26/9/11 17hh

Black stallion 16.2hh 1/7/04

Questing R is a fascinating addition to the Ryans’ stallion band. He was bred by Michelle
and Judith Buckley from Hunterveiw Stud, Scone, and is by Quaterback, who carries
the Quando Quando bloodline. Quando Quando represented Australia in 2006 at the
WEG in Aachen, Germany, and at the 2008 Olympics in Beijing. Quando has the most
amazing temperament and this has found its way all the way down to Questing R.
Quaterback, the sire of Questing R, was the Bundeschampion 3yo riding horse. He
scored a 10 for his rideablilty. On Quaterback’s dam line is Poesie who is by Brentano
II. Poesie is the mother of Poetin who won the Bundeschampion as a 3yo, 5yo and 6yo.
Poetin sold for €2.5 million Euros! Questing R’s dam is by Brentano II out of a Wenzel
mare. Brentano II is famous for producing international Grand Prix dressage horses
including Brentina, winner of the World Cup Final in 2003 at Goteborg, Sweden. Right
down the bottom of Questing R’s pedigree is Stirling Desire, with Donnerhall, Pik Bube
and Salute bloodlines. Questing R has more scope in all of his paces than previous
stallions here at Ryans. Providing he can piaffe and passage as can the Regardez
Moi and Jive Magic babies this could be our best stallion ever! As an outcross for our
broodmares he is perfect and already his competition career is stellar. His first season
competing has been 2016/2017 and he already boasts a massive 89% at novice level.
Questing R has gone through the 80% mark on two occasions and through the 70%
mark on 12 occasions. Massive overtrack in the walk, incredible balance, scope and
bend in the trot and just the most beautiful beautiful canter and canter extensions. This
may be the horse to put Australia on the map in the Olympic dressage arena!

Fiji R is an exciting imported stallion campaigned and trained by young rider
Bree Tillitzki right from breaker to the present, where he has numerous Grand
Prix championships to his credit. Fiji R has consistently posted scores of up to
75% throughout his career, qualifying for Australia’s elite international, Sydney
CDI, State and National Championships. Fiji R has the quietest of temperaments
and often will be found at young rider competitions with just Breanna and her
Mum as rider and guardian. This temperament Fiji R passes on to his foals, who
have sold for as much as $35,000. Fiji R has quite remarkable paces with a very
distinctive walk. Trot is fully suspended with definite ballerina poise between
beats. Canter is beautifully balanced and uphill with super easy flying changes.
Fiji R is sensationally bred with his sire Florencio being both the 5yo and again
the 6yo World Champion young dressage horse. Florencio I is by Florestan I who
has emerged as one of the recent very important dressage lines in Germany and
who has a number of Olympic offspring to his credit already. On the dam line is
a mix of Trakehner through Hohenstein and thoroughbred through the Hill Hawke
line. The Hill Hawke line has become famous as a dam line by also being the dam
line of the Welt Hit line. Many of the top Australian riders have a Fiji R youngster!

Quaterback

Quaterman
Passionata
Brentano 11

Hunterveiw Benita
Hunterveiw Pia

Quando Quando
Raeuberbraut
Brandenburger
Poesie
Bolero
Glocke
Wenzel
Stirling Desire

Service fee: $1100 including GST Contact Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Florencio I

Hawaii

Florestan I
Walesa
Harvard
Habanera

Fidelio
St.Pr.St. Hauptstutbuch
Weltmeyer
Haupstutbuch Pirelli
Hohenstein
Carina
Hill Hawke
Ueppchen

Service fee: $2,200 including GST | Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Black stallion 22/05/08 15.2hh

Flaxen chestnut stallion 01/01/10 15.2hh

Desert Storm is a magnificent imported black stallion representing just the
very best Olympic bloodlines in the world today. He is a beautiful type with an
artistic head and neck. His movement is big and correct with super bend through
the hocks and knees. He is a winning eventer who carries amazing dressage
genetics. Currently trained and campaigned by Sappho Ransan-Elliott, he has
recently gone up the grades in eventing to 1* and is proving to be a crosscountry machine. Desert Storm is also winning and placing at medium/advanced
dressage with scores of almost 70% on alternate weekends. At home he is
schooling in tempi changes and piaffe, with great promise for Grand Prix, while
over a fence he does love to jump and approaches the fences with a careful
watchfulness and then bascules up over the fences with perfect technique. For
the breeding connoisseurs, Desert Storm is bred to win an Olympic dressage
medal. He is by Dr Doolittle who is by Donnerhall. Donnerhall represents the
number one dressage dynasty in the world. The majority of the top 25 horses
at the past two Olympics and World Championships carry Donnerhall influence.
Rubinstein can be found on Desert Storm’s dam line and this blood is also
extraordinary and exerts a whopping 21% influence in the genetics of the top 25
Olympic and World Championship horses. For a breeding buff these are lines to
die for. Desert Storm is special on all counts.

Wow is a stunning little stallion who is charging through the levels with an
incredibly trainable attitude and an extreme aptitude for piaffe and passage!
Wow has recently flown through the ranks from medium to advanced, on to
Small Tour and has just hit Medium tour with CDI-qualifying scores at his very
first start! Wow is being campaigned by Dimity Lourey, and like mother, like
daughter, she is completely focused on training him to Grand Prix level. This will
be the first horse that Dimity has trained herself to that level, however Wow is
set to debut at Grand Prix this spring! He is a stallion with a great temperament,
naturally sound and although few people make this journey to Grand Prix with
success, watch this spot, he is almost there! The AOS stallions do have an
unbelievable history of going all the way to Grand Prix. It’s all in the genetics.
Wow is by Wie Weltmeyer, a top showjumper and Grand Prix dressage horse
before his international dressage career with Emma Hindle (UK). Wow’s dam is
the impeccably bred TB mare Law Suit, from the highly sought-after bloodlines
of Son In Law, Blue Peter, Precipitation and Vain. Wow’s offspring are just under
saddle with Byalee Wishes at just 4yo winning his first champion dressage rugs
with 14yo rider Tanisha Cragg. We find that Wow really does throw his amazing
temperament.

Dr Doolittle

Aika

Donnerhall
Lacoste
Fuerst Heinrich
Alexa

Donnerwetter
Ninette
Lauries Crusador XX
Akelei
Florestan I
Dawina
Rubinstein I
Abba

Service fee: $1,200 including GST | Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Wie Weltmeyer
(frozen import)

Weltmeyer
Daisy
Lawyer

Law Suit
Jacali

World Cup
Anka
Dynamo
Danja
Waajib
Resound Lady
Abs
Special Spirit

Service fee: $1100 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net
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Wimborne Constable
ON ACCOUNT OF KYLIE AND PHILIP EWART
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Pic: OzShotz

Dark brown stallion 22/11/08 16.2hh
Constable is by the sensational eventing stallion Contenda, until recently was
being ridden by Shane Rose in 2* eventing. Contenda is battling an injury and
may well have to retire but there are some absolutely sensational photos of Shane
and Contenda jumping on the net. Contenda carries the fantastic jumping blood
of Contender from Germany. Contenda also carries the TB blood of Bolero. Indeed
the Bolero bloodline in Germany is today considered a dynasty. On the dam line
are equally impressive bloodlines. Constable is out of the mare Wimborne Paint
it Black, by Gribaldi. Gribaldi is famous for siring many of the Dutch Grand Prix
dressage horses including Totilas. Totilas is considered by many to be the best
dressage horse the world has ever seen to date. Totilas sold to Germany for a
rumoured AUD$22million. Constable has started his eventing career with Heath
Ryan in the saddle and is now a year into competition. He has been a standout
success winning most of his starts and progressing rapidly to 1* eventing, the
equivalent of Prix St Georges in dressage. Constable wins the dressage, is very
brave and honest cross-country and does seem to have the most awesome
ability to jump and simultaneously be super careful. It is still early days, however,
Constable is giving all the signs of being an Olympic horse. Very exciting.

Contenda

Contendro 1
Ballerina
Gribaldi

Wimborne Paint it Black
Wimborne Four Seasons

St. Pr. H. Contender
Bravo
Bolero
St. Pr. Lexa
Krostolany
Gondola ll
Vivaldi
Christadorf

Service fee: chilled semen only, $1320 including GST Contact Heath Ryan
0417 656 636 www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au
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DON’T MISS PART 2 IN THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE!
September Feature Deadline: Friday, 4th August

THE ULTIMATE MARKETING PACKAGE:
PRINT AND DIGITAL EXPOSURE
Ph (08) 8725 4744 | E: stallions@horsedeals.com.au
W: www.horsedeals.com.au
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QUIZZICAL R

LOT
1

ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Chestnut colt 04/11/16 mature 16.3hh
Quizzical R is a superb chestnut colt with floating paces and a wonderful
friendly nature. Quizzical R is by our newest addition Questing R already boasts
a massive 89% at novice level. Questing R is by Quaterback, who carries the
Quando Quando bloodline. Quando Quando represented Australia in 2006 at the
WEG in Aachen, Germany, and at the 2008 Olympics in Beijing. Quando has
the most amazing temperament and this has found its way all the way down
to Questing R. Quaterback was the Bundeschampion 3yr old riding horse. He
scored a 10 for his rideablilty. On Quaterback’s dam line is Poesie who is the
mother of Poetin who won the Bundeschampion as a 3yo, 5yo and 6yo. Poetin
sold for 2.5 million Euros!
Quizzical R’s dam line is fascinating in that it has Jive Magic who is a Grand Prix
dressage winner having won the Sydney CDI Grand Prix class in 2010. Also on
Quizzical R’s dam line is Argentille Ilkay who is by Variant. The Dutch sire Variant
is also in the dam line of Valegro who was the individual Gold Medallist at the
London Olympics in 2012 and at the Rio de Janeiro Olympics in 2016. It does
seem that the Variant bloodline has been until now overlooked. Argentille Ilkay
who is now deceased does have a really good strike rate of producing Grand Prix
dressage horses from very limited opportunity. What a wonderful collection of
bloodlines and promise that Quizzical R represents!

Questing R

Quaterback
Hunterview Benita
Jive Magic (imp)

Josie R
Anky
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Quaterman
Passionata
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia
Jazz
Kind of Magic
Argentille Ilkay
Annaglanz
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HP Quarterlander
ON ACCOUNT OF PHILLIPA CREAMER

LOT
2

BZ Flick

LOT
3

ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Chestnut colt 30/09/13 16.3hh

Black filly 06/12/15 mature 16.2hh

Quarterlander is in every sense a clone of his sire Quaterback. A magnificent animal
to look at, he is simply stunning in type. Quarterlander’s paces are incredibly supple,
strong and uphill. He is lightfooted and cadenced with a presence that commands
your attention. He is suited to a buyer looking for a dressage stallion of international
calibre. Quaterback was champion of his licensing in 2005 and Bundeschampion
in 2006 with the highest scores for trot and canter. Quaterback’s dam Passionata
is a half-sister to Poetin - world dressage champion and double Bundeschampion.
Grandsire Quaterman was an advanced level sire and Bundeschampionship finalist
in 03, 04, and 05. His sire Quando Quando competed in the Athens Olympics.
To date, Quaterback has more than 50 licensed sons including several premium
stallions. His foals are highly sought after with many fetching record auction prices
in Europe. Quarterlander’s dam HP Leibelei is also the dam of John Thompson’s
superb dressage stallion Holstein Park Fresco. Leibelei is by Lander, sire of London
Olympian Holstein Park Leilani plus many other horses in all disciplines. Granddam
HP Medina has produced many successful dressage horses including the Charmeur
stallion HP Charlie Brown (Beechwood Dressage). Medina (by Richmeed Medallion,
who has many GP & World Cup dressage relatives) also carries Contact (as did
World Cup ’99 contender Charisma). Holstein Park has already set a precedence
for producing Olympians.

BZ Flick is a pretty jet black filly who is a complete package with sensational
movement with amazing knee and hock action. BZ Flick has the most wonderful
temperament, just like her sire Fiji R. Fiji R has been produced by young rider
Breanna Tillitzki to Grand Prix dressage level. Fiji R and Breanna have numerous
Grand Prix dressage wins to their credit and Fiji R also looks to be producing
youngstock that are going on and being very successful in the competition
arena. The Fiji youngsters are spectacular horses with flash movement and are
showing great trainability. On BZ Flick’s dam line is Regardez Moi. Regardez
Moi has on three separate occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Champion
and he has competed overseas representing Australia. His progeny Utopian
Cardinal is now the reigning Australian Grand Prix Champion 2016. At the
Australian Nationals 2016 in the Grand Prix Freestyle both first and second
went to Regardez Moi progeny being Mindarah Park Ramadan and Utopian
Cardinal respectively. BZ Flick’s granddam Sing Song R, is a magnificent Salute
mare. Salute is responsible for champion horses in both the dressage scene
and the eventing scene. Salute sired Stirling Stilton and Victory Salute who both
represented Australia at World Championships Grand Prix Dressage. Salute is
a major influence on the Eventing world with 4* and 3* eventing winners. BZ
Flick carries some of the best bloodlines and has the potential for great things
in her future.

Quaterback

Quaterman
Passionata
Lander (imp)

Holstein Park Liebelei
Holstein Park Medina
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Quando Quando
Raeuberbraut
Brandenburger
Poesie
Lorenz
Mametta
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Northern Tegwin

Fiji R (imp)

Florencio I
Hawaii
Regardez Moi (imp)

BZ Rebel
Sing Song R

Florestan I
Walessa
Harvard
Habanera
Rubenstein
Clothilde
Salute (imp)
Kenare Holly
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Byalee Braveheart
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES

LOT
4

Je T’aime R

LOT
5

ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black mare 24/12/11 16.3hh

Flaxen chestnut colt 11/10/2016 mature 17.1hh
Byalee Braveheart is an absolutely eye-catching stallion prospect by the beautiful
imported sire Byalee Briar. He has presence to die for, movement to burn, and yet
a friendly temperament that gives him the perfect start to life as a competition
and breeding stallion. Braveheart – alias Will – is out of an impeccably bred
Regardez Moi mare, crossed with Jive Magic (imp) and on the bottom line
Wolkenstein II! No dressage rider could be unaware of the Grand Prix success
of Regardez Moi: Australian representative, three times Australian Grand Prix
champion and Equitana champion, sire of Australian Grand Prix champions and
winners Utopian Cardinal and Mindarah Park Ramadan, and sire of a growing
collection of hugely successful Grand Prix horses. Jive Magic, again, a Grand Prix
champion at CDI level, while Wolkenstein II is one of the best sons of Weltmeyer.
Byalee Briar is by one of the world’s top breeding/dressage stallions, Bjorsells
Briar 899, and himself shows huge talent in piaffe and passage. It would be
impossible to imagine that Braveheart will not go on to enjoy huge success at
the highest of dressage levels – all he needs is an ambitious life partner with
stars in their eyes.

Byalee Briar (imp)

Bjorsells Briar 899
Florine
Regardez Moi (imp)

CP Rosella
CP Cecily
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Magini
Charis
Bernstein
Flaurinne
Rubinstein
Chlotilde
Jive Magic (imp)
Glandore on Cloud Nine

PPT Nemo R due 15/01/18

Je T’aime R meaning ‘I Love You’ in French is an absolutely stunning black mare. Je
T’aime R has outstanding eye catching paces and looks. Je T’aime R is by Grand Prix
stallion Jive Magic. Jive Magic was a big time Grand Prix dressage winner in the past
having won the Sydney CDI Grand Prix class in 2010 before having his competition
career cut short after sustaining an injury during stud duties. On Je T’Aime R’s dam
line is the Australian legend Regardez Moi who has been three times Australian Grand
Prix Champion, having represented Australia overseas, having sired the 2016 Australian
Grand Prix Champion Utopian Cardinal, was the sire of first and second placegetters
in the Australian National Grand Prix Freestyle, Mindarah Park Ramadan with Mary
Warren in the saddle and Utopian Cardinal with Heath Ryan in the saddle. Also on Je
T’aime R’s dam side is Salute whose blood is probably the most influential performance
Olympic bloodline in Australia today. Je T’aime R is in foal to Nemo R who is by the
stallion Negro, the sire of the London and Rio Olympics individual gold medallist Valegro.
Nemo R’s granddam on his dam’s side is a full sister to Don Schufro. Don Schufro
represents the Donnerhall bloodline and is the sire of Weihegold who was the only horse
to beat Valegro in any class at Rio. That makes Nemo R possibly the best bred Grand
Prix dressage stallion in the world today. Je T’aime R comes from a long line of top
performers, we look forward to seeing her foals going through the ranks.
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic
Regardez Moi (imp)

Reina R
Shirley R

Cocktail
Charmante
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia
Rubinstein
Clothilde
Salute (imp)
Labella
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Mallyon Hills Asper
ON ACCOUNT OF MALLYON HILLS WARMBLOOD STUD

LOT
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Bacchus R

LOT
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ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay/brown filly 26/10/15 mature 16hh

Bay gelding 30/1/12 15.3hh

Mallyon Hills Asper carries genetics that would excite the aspiring eventer.
She is by the eye-catching and very talented Wimborne Constable, currently
competing successfully in the two-star eventing scene, but also carries
thoroughbred lines on the dam side leading back to Agricola and Star Kingdom
via the mare Harvest Jasmine. These lines are almost cliche ‘name dropping’
blood lines. Many a purest in the eventing world would like to see a degree
of thoroughbred blood present in the genetic profile of eventers. This tends to
provide more speed and endurance on the cross-country course. So when this
is combined with genetics such as Constable’s, the potential is very exciting.
Asper displays three correct paces, and an apparent aptitude towards jumping
The photo in the catalogue was taken after a brief training session in the jump
lane ‘to see what she could do’. She very quickly learnt the job, and sailed over
the jumps with ease. Asper is 18 months old, and is well handled and sensible,
with an amazing trainability. This filly has the potential for an exciting future.
Check her out at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImU-6SHI9LQ

Bacchus R is a young gelding that recently started schooling here at Ryans and
is showing promise. Bacchus R has also started jumping as part of his schooling
and is proving to be talented with beautiful clean jumping technique as seen in his
photo. The bloodlines, however, are perhaps the best in Australia. Sire of Bacchus
R, Sandhills Bounce, is a young stallion started by Craig Barrett. Sandhills Bounce
is sired by Croftlea Artisan a New Zealand stallion who stood one season with Craig
and Prue Barrett before going to England as a competition stallion for the Northern
Hemisphere. Dam of Sandhills Bounce is Sandhills Beetle, by Stirling Sprite, sire of
Adelaide Hills with Christine Bates and himself by Salute. Salute blood is responsible
for Panamera, Adelaide 4* winner with Stuart Tinney; Sandhills Brillaire, Adelaide
4* winner with Craig Barrett; Mystery Whisper (London Olympics). The dam line
of Stirling Sprite is Double Cream, sire of Trade Commissioner who with Scott
Keach who went to 1988 Seoul Olympics. Double Cream 3* horses in the 80s
and 90s include Benduka, Casson Road (also Seoul Olympics), Roma’s Double, F1
Pharanelli with Emma Mason (Salute/Double Cream cross). On Bacchus R’s dam
side is Sanction, sire of Flame (Adelaide 4* winner). Sanction on the dam’s side
is Sir Dane, sire of Stirling Shade (3x Australian 3DE Champion with Heath Ryan).

Wimborne Constable

Contenda (imp)
Wimborne Paint it Black
Sea Acres Leopold

Mallyon Hills Bertha
Kahlua on Ice
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Contendro I
Ballerina
Gribaldi
Wimborne Four Seasons
Jaybee Leuwin
Harvest Jasmine

Sandhillls Bounce

Croftlea Artisan
Sandhills Beetle
Promise R

Peaches R
Song R

Zabalu
Cloudy Bay
Stirling Sprite
Smilier
Prestige VDL (imp)
AEA Fiona
Sanction
Value for Money
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PRICED TO SELL AND BUILT TO LAST
IMPERIAL FLOATS IS AUSTRALIA’S BESTSELLING HORSE FLOAT BRAND

BHP STEEL HOT DIPPED GALVANISED CHASSIS 25MM HONEYCOMB FIBREGLASS ROT PROOF FLOOR. BACKED BY A 5 YEAR WARRANTY

At Imperial Floats we have floats and campers in stock ready to go or we can custom build your next dream float
Victoria: Linehans Lanc

.....................0413 890 428

Victoria: Bairnsdale Trailers & Steel..........0402 702 702

www.imperialfloats.com.au
Auction of the Stars Newcastle, NSW

Beaudesert QLD: John Bourke...................0414 872 061
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Danyiera Park Maggie’s Girl
ON ACCOUNT OF DANYIERA PARK STUD

LOT
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Wimborne Cooperelli
ON ACCOUNT OF PIERRE LANGENHOVEN

LOT
9

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay mare 25/09/10 16.2hh

Brown gelding 17/10/07 16.2hh

This is an exquisitely bred mare by the lovely imported young stallion BWS
Westewind. BWS Westewind is by the famous Krack C and in his dam line is Ramiro
Z. Her dam is Danyiera Park Talluva who herself was by the imported sire Valuta
out of a Ludendorf mare. Maggie is a 6yo mare broken in and lightly started under
saddle before being sent to stud producing a lovely filly by TP Cabellero (imp/exp).
She has exceptional movement truly carrying the perfect balanced canter through
from her sire line and huge overtrack in the walk. Her dam line has produced
horses through the higher levels of both dressage and jumping and her first filly
produced is of exceptional type. She was lightly started under saddle and although
quiet to ride has not been ridden in just under 12 months. She is easy to handle,
travels well, went in foal easily her first time and comes with one insemination to
the imported stallion Corelli. She will make a substantial asset to any stud program
combining all the requirements of type, temperament, movement, breeding and
looks on the wish list.

Wimborne Cooperelli (Cooper) is a powerful, commanding gelding. Cooper is
currently schooling here at Ryans and is proving to be a talented jumper with
great clean jumping technique over a fence. Cooper has three beautiful paces
with natural swing and elevation. Cooper is by the sensational eventing stallion
Contenda who until recently was being ridden by Shane Rose at 2* eventing
level. Contenda has retired due to injury but there are some sensational photos
on the Net of Shane and Contenda. Contenda carries the fantastic jumping
blood of Contender from Germany. Contenda also carries the thoroughbred
blood of Bolero. Indeed the Bolero bloodline in Germany is today considered
a dynasty. Cooper’s dam is Wimborne Flirtatious who is by the thoroughbred
stallion, Flamboyant, well known for producing beautiful show horses with huge
movement. Flamboyant (XX) won SA Novice Dressage Horse of the Year under
Heather Currie before being purchased by Susannah McGarrity and winning
supreme led Thoroughbred exhibit at Sydney Royal Easter Show. Wimborne
Flirtatious is out of the Ludendorf/Wesuw mare, Christadorf. Ludendorf was
himself an advanced three-day eventer as well as a sire of many FEI level
dressage horses and 3* eventers. Wimborne Cooperelli is a serious competition
horse with an ambitious rider in any of the three Olympic discplines.

BWS Westewind

Krack C
Horrita R
Valuta (imp)

Danyiera Park Tallura
Stirling Lavender
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Flemmingh
Gicara
Ramiro 2
Worrita
Dominent
Lafa
Ludendorf (imp)
Stirling Rosemar

Contenda (imp)

Wimborne Flirtatious

Contender
Bravo
Bolero
Ballerina
Lexa
Inceptor
Scarlet Sceptre (Flamboyant)
Scarlet Flyer
Ludendorf (imp)
Christadorf
Bibaringa Touchstone

Contenda
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Greenrocks Fox

LOT
10

ON ACCOUNT OF KAY JUSTICE

Brown gelding 3/02/16 mature 16.2h
Fox is a very attractive bown gelding by Fiji R. With Bree Tillitzki in the saddle,
Fiji R is wining at Grand Prix level. Fiji’s sire, Florencio, was the 5yo and 6yo
World Champion young dressage horse. Florencio’s sire, Florestan I has a number
of Olympic offspring to his credit. Fiji traditionally produces offspring who are
beautiful and have the quietest of temperaments and Fox is no exception. Fox’s
dam Ribena R is a powerful mare by Regardez Moi (imp). Regardez Moi has more
than 40 Grand Prix wins to his credit and has sired numerous seriously competitive
youngsters. He has been Australian Grand Prix champion three times and
Australian Representative at the World Cup in Las Vegas in 2009. Ribena’s dam
Shakira is by Salute, who has sired Grand Prix dressage champions, World Cup
showjumpers and 4* eventers. He also sired the dam of Mystery Whisper (London
Olympics 2012). While Ribena R was not broken in, her full brother Rock Legend
is campaigned by Kay Justice and shows great talent for piaffe, passage, flying
changes and canter pirouettes. Fox has three lovely paces, with a marching walk,
elegant ground covering trot and uphill canter. He has been very well handled and
is a pleasure to work with. He is a very laidback character just waiting for someone
special to take him to the top.

Fiji R (imp)

Florencio I
Hawaii
Regardez Moi (imp)

Ribena R
Shakira
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Florestan I
Walessa
Harvard
Habanera
Rubinstien
Clothilde
Salute (imp)
Lucilla

Burberry R

LOT
11

ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

Bay/brown mare 7/11/11 16.3hh
PPT Contendro I (IFS) due 09/12/17

Burberry R, from a type perspective, is really upstanding. From a competition
perspective, she has just the best bloodlines. Burberry R is by Sandhills Bounce
who was bred and produced as a young horse by Craig Barrett. Sandhills Bounce
is by Croftlea Artisan, a New Zealand stallion who stood one season with Craig
and Prue Barrett before going to England to campaign as an eventing stallion
in the Northern Hemisphere. Burberry R is out of Socialite R who is the dam of
Mystery Whisper who won the Sydney 3* 3DE before being sold to the USA and
then going to the London 2012 Olympics. Socialite is by Salute whose blood can
be found in some of Australia’s best dressage and eventing horses. Both Stirling
Stilton (Olympic) and Victory Salute (World Cup) were dressage champions.
Championships Grand Prix Dressage, 4* eventing winners include Panamera
and Sandhillis Brillaire, 3* winner Adelaide Hill, Olympic 2012 shortlisted horse
F1 Pharanelli and Emma Mason and significant stallions Stirling Sprite and
Staccato, all carrying Salute blood. Socialite R on her dam’s side carried the
famous Cor de la Bryere bloodlines which are responsible for the C-jumping lines
dominating Olympic showjumping today. Burberry R is sold in foal to Contendro I
through frozen semen. Contendro I is the leading eventing sire in the world today.
Without doubt this type of breeding is where the Olympic eventers of tomorrow
are going to come from. Burberry R is herself a half-sister to a London Olympian.

Sandhillls Bounce

Croftlea Artisan
Sandhills Beetle
Salute (imp)

Socialite R
Stirling Corbette

Zabalu
Cloudy Bay
Stirling Sprite
Smiler
Saluut
Inia
Contact (imp)
Faleten
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First Class R
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ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

Woodside Raphael

LOT
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ON ACCOUNT OF BOWRAL ESTATE WINES

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black colt 01/11/2016 mature 16.3hh

Chestnut gelding 19/10/13 mature 16.1hh

First Class R is a black colt with one white sock and a star. First Class R has
fantastic paces that sadly we didn’t manage to capture in the photo. First Class
R is by Grand Prix dressage stallion Fiji R who right now is starring on all fronts
being very popular with mare owners and throwing foals that are great lookers,
move really well and have really outstanding temperaments. As a competition
horse Fiji R has had a wonderful year in 2016 with many wins at Grand Prix
and 2017 is looking to be just as successful. On the dam line is Random R who
is by Regardez Moi who has on three different occasions been the Australian
Grand Prix Champion. Regardez Moi is the sire of Utopian Cardinal who has just
been crowned the Australian Grand Prix Champion for 2016. In the Australian
Dressage Championships 2016 both first placegetter in the Grand Prix Freestyle,
Mindarah Park Ramadan and the second placegetter Utopian Cardinal were both
sired by Regardez Moi. Random R is out of Jandy R and is the only broodmare
at Ryans who goes back to the Andalusion line Animoso VII who Rod and Sue
Ryan imported in the early 1980s. We knew nothing, and looking back he was
the most amazing stallion siring horses that would piaffe and passage when we
kids just hung on and kicked. He also sired 3* eventers that won some of the
biggest classes in Australia. First Class R is bred to succeed and has the potential
for great things in his future!

Riverside has a breeding index of 138.5 points. To put this into perspective,
his overall index is higher than many highly regarded stallions such as
Alabaster, Brentano II and Londonderry. In 2006 Riverside was a finalist in
the World Championships for young dressage horses in Verden. He was the
most highly qualified horse with a score of 9.0 for the Federal Championships
(Bundeschampionat). Riverside has produced premium foals and top quality
riding horses in Germany, for example, his son Rodrigo sold at Elite Auction in
Verden in 2007 for €€200,000. Woodside Raphael’s dam is Revelwood Florentine,
a chestnut mare 17.1hh, sire Ferrero Rocher (imp) and dam, Donna Prima (imp)
by Donnerhall. Ferrero Rocher is a fabulous type with big loose, swinging paces
and performed successfully at Grand Prix level with Amanda Shoobridge.
Woodside Raphael is broken in, and going very kindly under the expert guidance
of David and Robbie McKinnon. He has an incredible temperament, combined
with three correct expressive paces. We believe he will be very competitive in
both dressage and showing, and a perfect candidate for Dressage and Jumping
with the Stars in 2018.

Fiji R (imp)

Florencio
Hawaii
Regardez Moi (imp)

Random R
Jandy R
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Florestan I
Walessa
Harvard
Habanera
Rubenstien
Clothilde
Jive Magic (imp)
Bay Andy

Riverside (imp)

Reggazoni
Desiree
Ferrero Rocher (imp)

Revelwood Florentine
Donna Prima (imp)

Rubinstein
Wakonda
Donnerhall
Pirola
Florestan
Waimea
Donnerhall
Marburg
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Buckwell Park Kokoda LOT
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ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK

Frolic R

LOT
15

ON ACCOUNT OF KEA TRAINING STABLES

Pic: SWD Images

Chestnut filly 23/10/14 mature 17hh

Bay filly 1/09/09 15.3hh PPT Questing R LFG

Kokoda is a magnificent and powerful filly who oozes quality and presence. She
has three outstanding paces - her walk is true four-beat with good overtrack,
her trot is powerful and expressive with swing and elasticity and her canter
is well-balanced and uphill. Her sire, Byalee Briar, is renowned for producing
outstanding, trainable temperaments. He carries some of the best Grand Prix
genetics in the world, being the only stallion in Australia by Bjorsells Briar 899.
Her dam, Buckwell Park Alabama is by Grand Prix stallion Jaybee Alabaster,
who was exported back to Germany. Further back in her pedigree is Valuta
and Souvenir, wonderful bloodlines that complement each other. Kokoda is a
full sister to Buckwell Park Heir Apparent, a Royal show supreme champion
as a yearling. He is now an outstanding young stallion who recently had his
first dressage competition winning with an impressive average over 70%. He
displays enormous ability and is also siring outstanding progeny.
Kokoda is a half-sister to Buckwell Park Galaxy who was purchased at AOS
by Olympian Sue Hearn. This sensational colt is also proving to be extremely
talented and trainable. This is a rare opportunity to secure a filly of this calibre,
bred to perform at an elite level.
Check her out at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huawe0zOhDk

Flo is a very serious broodmare for a breeder with high goals to succeed. She
sports three unbelievably flamboyant paces. Her video link will simply blow
you away! Flo girl is a very modern type. She is an elegant powerhouse and
possesses three incredible paces. Flo has one very good foal competing with a
young rider as a 4yo - Raining Diamonds is national champion and East Coast
Champion. She is offered with quite a pang as she is a superb broodmare
and will produce one superstar after another. Her beautiful markings and kind
outlook make her very easy to look at and love. Registered AWHA, EA and AHSA,
Frolic sports two of the most-celebrated and decorated dressage families in the
world, Florencio /Florestan and Jive Magic/Jazz. The sire of Frolic’s next foal was
chosen very specifically to produce a top horse for Rochelle. Questing R is Ryan’s
next superstar stallion by the worldwide sensation Bundeschampionate 2006
Quwaterback. Quaterback is famous not only for a record 10/10 canter but also
sire of 56 licensed stallions worldwide! And he is still so young!

Byalee Briar (imp)

Bjorsells Briar 899
Florine
Jaybee Alabaster

Buckwell Park Alabama

Buckwell Park
Power of Destiny
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Magini
Charis
Bernstein
Flaurinne
Alabaster
Gloria
Highborn Powerlifter
Buckwell Park Destiny

Fiji R (imp)

Florencio I
Flor
Jive Magic (imp)

Joan R
Slinky

Florestan I
Walessa
Harvard
Sweet Life
Jazz
Kind of Magic
Salute (imp)
Kenate Lynx
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Danyiera Park
Regarding Fiji
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ON ACCOUNT OF DANYIERA PARK STUD

BZ Queeny

LOT
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ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS
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Bay filly 28/08/16 mature 16.2hh

Chestnut filly 03/01/16 mature 16.3hh

Danyiera Park Regarding Fiji is a beautiful Fiji R filly. She is exceptional to
handle, very typey and has been well-handled. Danyiera Park Regarding Fiji is
very quirky and inquisitive by nature. This filly’s sire is the beautiful Fiji R who
is proving to produce exceptional dressage and jumping horses with fabulous
temperaments. Fiji R himself is now competing Grand Prix dressage with young
rider Breanna Tillitzki in the saddle. Fiji R and Breanna had numerous wins in
2016 at Grand Prix. Fiji R youngsters are also proving to have many successes
in the competition arena. Danyiera Park Regarding Fiji is out of Romania R who
carries both the Regardez Moi and Jive Magic bloodlines. Regardez Moi has
not only been Australian Grand Prix Champion three times but has progeny
following in his footsteps with Utopian Cardinal in 2016 gaining the crown. At
the Australian Nationals 2016 in the Grand Prix Freestyle both first and second
went to Regardez Moi progeny being Mindarah Park Ramadan and Utopian
Cardinal respectively. Jive Magic was a big time Grand Prix dressage winner in
the past having won the Sydney CDI Grand Prix class in 2010 before having his
competition career cut short after sustaining an injury during stud duties. With
genetics like that, Danyiera Park Regarding Fiji is certainly a filly that will take
the performance world by storm. Danyiera Park Regarding Fiji was intended to
be retained by the stud however a change in direction means we are letting her
go to show what a superstar she will be.

BZ Queeny is a big bold filly with movement to die for and a beautiful steady
temperament. BZ Queeny has been well-handled and has an easy-going
nature. BZ Queeny is by Questing R. Questing R has just hit the competition
scene winning most of his tests with scores above 75% and 80%. Questing R
is by Quaterback; who carries the Quando Quando bloodline. Quando Quando
represented Australia in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and the 2008
Hong Kong Olympics. Quando Quando has the most amazing temperament and
this has passed down to Questing R and he has passed down to BZ Queeny. On
BZ Queeny’s dam is Ivy who is by Argentille Illkay. Argentille Illkay is impressively
bred being by Anky van Grunven’s FEI dressage star, Variant. Variant was the
Reserve Champion at his stallion performance test where the jury awarded him
six scores of 9 for all paces. Variant is also in the bloodline of two-time individual
gold medallist Valegro. Argentille Illkay appears to have a really good strike rate
of producing Grand Prix dressage horses from a limited opportunity. On Ivy’s
dam line there are the influential bloodlines of Salute and Kilof McOhl. Salute
has been responsible for champions in both Grand Prix dressage and the 4*
and 3* eventing. Kilof Mcohl on the dam side evented at 3* level and was one of
Mary Hanna’s first FEI dressage horses. BZ Queeny is a beautiful young filly who
carries amazing bloodlines and will turn heads anywhere.

Fiji R (imp)

Florencio
Hawaii
Regardez Moi (imp)

Romania R
Joan R
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Florestan I
Walessa
Harvard
Habanera
Rubenstein
Clothilde
Jive Magic (imp)
Slinky R

Questing R

Quaterback
Hunterview Benita
Argentille Illkay (imp)

Ivy
Stirling McLute

Quaterman
Passionata
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia
Variant
Dorette
Salute (imp)
Stirling McOhl
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Byalee Bjorn
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ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES

Mallyon Hills Matisse
ON ACCOUNT OF MALLYON HILLS WARMBLOOD STUD

LOT
19

Chestnut gelding 2010 15.2hh

Bay filly 22/12/14 mature 16.2hh

Byalee Bjorn is that rare being – beautiful to catch the eye, talented to reward
hard work, straightforward to make training easy, sensible to make competing
rewarding and yet sweet enough to be a beautiful life partner. And he is just
beginning to show off his inherited talent and temperament from the beautiful
imported stallion Byalee Briar! A gloriously chunky, compact gelding, Bjorn has
established lateral work, is training elementary/medium at home and showing
potential to advance further. Bjorn moves off into a nicely forward trot with little
effort, responsive but yet not sensitive. He is willing to stay in front of the leg, has
easy canter transitions and is already happily experimenting with flying changes.
He makes a lovely companion at a competition or in new environments as he
has proven to be extremely sensible. In his first test at his first outing ever,
he scored a very impressive 76% to place second only to a Byalee stablemate
with comments like ‘beautiful true paces throughout’. Bjorn’s sire, Byalee Briar,
is showing real signs of a great ability in the world of piaffe and passage and
Bjorn’s dam, Delight was also a big-moving mare with performance breeding
such as Kaoru Star. Bjorn loves to work and would love to be partnered with an
ambitious rider to fulfil his potential.

Mallyon Hills Mattisse is a 2yo filly by Wimborne Constable, out of a mare with
both Regardez Moi and Jive Magic lines. Constable is becoming highly noted
in the eventing world, but also carries amazing dressage lines himself, most
notably Gribaldi. Gribaldi is a ‘super sire’ in Europe, including having sired
Totilas. Constable progeny are now out competing, including representation in
the top 10 at the recent Sydney CDI young horse classes. But while we tend
to think of dressage when thinking of Regardez Moi and Jive, both stallions
have strong eventing connections, as does Vinca of Coolalee, whose sibling was
ridden around Badminton’s four-star course by Simon Kale. Whether wanting
to compete in straight dressage, or in eventing and winning on your dressage
score, this filly has a super potential future ahead of her.

Bjorsells Briar 899
Byalee Briar (imp)
Florine
Sandpit
Byalee Delight
Phanessa
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Magini
Charis
Bernstein
Flaurinne
Baynoun
Sand Dancer
Aurealis
Niamara

Wimborne Constable

Contenda
Wimborne Paint it Black
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rafaella R
Jandy R

Contendro
Ballerina
Grimaldi
Wimborne Four Seasons
Rubinstein
Clothilde
Jive Magic (imp)
Vinca of Coolalee
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Christmas R
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Buckwell Park Gemini
ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK
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Brown filly 25/12/16 mature 16.3hh
Christmas R is a bay filly with a star and three white socks and is a beautiful
type with great paces. Christmas R is by Wimborne Constable who is impressing
in the eventing world with wins and places in 1* and 2*. Constable is by the
sensational eventing stallion Contenda who was being ridden by Shane Rose
at 2* eventing. Contenda carries the fantastic jumping blood of Contender from
Germany. Contenda also carries the thoroughbred blood of Bolero who has carved
a name for himself in Europe as a sire of Olympic dressage horses. On Constable’s
dam line there are equally impressive bloodlines. Constable is out of the mare
Wimborne Paint it Black who in turn is by Gribaldi. Gribaldi is famous for siring
many of the Dutch Grand Prix dressage horses including Totilas. Christmas R is
out of the Salute/Ludendorf mare Slinky R. Slinky’s dam, Lynx, is a full sister to
Grand Prix horse Londoner, who won the Trans-Tasman Grand Prix (Mary Hanna)
for Australia. Slinky is by Salute who sired Stirling Stilton and Victory Salute, who
both represented Australia at World Championships Grand Prix dressage. Salute
is a major influence on the eventing world with 4* eventing winners Panamera
and Sandhills Brillaire, 3* winner Adelaide Hill, Olympic 2012 short-listed horse F1
Pharenelli, London Olympic horse Mystery Whisper and significant stallions Stirling
Sprite and Staccato all carrying Salute blood. Christmas R is a top-of-the-range
young filly destined for great things.

Wimborne Constable

Contenda
Wimborne Paint it Black
Salute (imp)

Slinky R
Lynx
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Contendro I
Ballerina
Gribaldi
Wimborne Four Seasons
Saluut
Inia
Ludendorf (imp)
Alpha II

Grey mare 16/9/10 16.1hh
PPT to Wimborne Constable LFG

Buckwell Park Gemini stunning-looking registered Arabian warmblood mare with
sensational eventing breeding. Her sire, Gwaihir’s Zodiac (Zadkine - Splendid)
evented 2** with Olympians Heath Ryan and Boyd Martin and has produced
talented eventers like Haruzac (shortlisted for London Olympics 2012 with
Chris Burton, and winner of Samaur - France); Tom Foolery R (successful young
eventer and FEI dressage horse with Heath Ryan). Gemini’s dam is Buckwell
Park Possibility, a warmblood mare that goes back to Daktylus and the famous
Souvenir. Gemini herself until a freak accident was a talented jumper and placed
second at her first eventing start. She is in foal to up and coming eventing super
star Wimborne Constable (Contenda - Wimborne Paint it Black by Gribaldi).
He is currently being set for 2020 Tokyo Olympics and his rider Heath Ryan is
confident he has the ability to make it. Gemini’s Constable foal will be eventing
royalty to say the least. Check her out at https://youtu.be/WDAOg1pYrOk

Gwaihir’s Zodiac

Zadkine* (Italy)
Splendid
Ennovyar Patriarch

Buckwell Park Possibility

Buckwell Park
Domiracle One

Canisbay
Zannira
Manwari
Hopeful
Bindh
Ennovyar Fortune
Domingo
Buckwell Park Reflection
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The Patriot
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ON ACCOUNT OF DEAN RYAN

Quinn R
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Bay gelding 11/11/15 mature 16.2hh

Chestnut filly 20/11/16 mature 16.2hh

The Patriot has impressive ground-covering paces and a beautiful nature. The
Patriot is by Tolegro who scored overall 8.06 in his stallion performance test with
9.5 for his willingness to work. Tolegro is by the famous Dutch stallion Totilas who
dominated the dressage scene like no other. Totilas has won many crowns with
Edward Gal in the saddle including numerous golds at World Equestrian Games
and was the first horse to score above 90% in dressage competition. The dam
line of Tolegro is the same dam line as Negro. Negro is the sire of Valegro who
is a two-time individual Olympic gold medallist. The Patriot’s dam is Rhiannon
R who is an outstanding state of the art mare. Rhiannon R is by Regardez Moi
who has on three different occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Champion
and he has competed internationally. His progeny Utopian Cardinal was the
Australian Grand Prix Champion 2016 and at the Nationals for 2016 in the Grand
Prix Freestyle the class was won by Mindarah Park Ramadan and second was
Utopian Cardinal. Both horses by Regardez Moi!! The dam of Rhiannon R, Jonquil
R, is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Jive Magic. Jonquil R is a full sister
to Jeff the Chef W, a Grand Prix dressage horse in the USA. Shannon R the
dam of Jonquil R and Jeff the Chef W is possibly the most successful dressage
broodmare in Australia today. The Patriot is the first foal by Tolegro in Australia
and represents a fantastic opportunity to get ahead of the curve with a new
blend of top-of-the-range dressage genetics.

Quinn R is absolute sweetheart who right from the start has been friendly,
confident and inquisitive. Quinn R is by our newest addition Questing R who
has just hit the competition scene winning his first test with a huge 83%.
Questing R is by Quaterback, who carries the Quando Quando bloodline. Quando
Quando represented Australia in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and
at the 2008 Olympics in Beijing. Quando has the most amazing temperament
and this has found its way all the way down to Questing R. Quaterback was
the Bundeschampion 3yr old riding horse. He scored a 10 for his rideablilty.
On Quaterback’s dam line is Poesie who is the mother of Poetin who won the
Bundeschampion as a 3yo, 5yo and 6yo. Poetin sold for 2.5 million Euros!
The dam of Quinn R, Jalabaster R is by Jive Magic who has been described as
Australia’s most powerful Grand Prix dressage horse and who won the Grand Prix
at Sydney CDI 2010. Of course, Jive Magic is by Jazz, one of the super-influential
stallions of the top dressage horses in the world today. Quinn R’s granddam
Chatham Park Allie is by Australian Grand Prix Champion Jaybee Alabaster.
Jaybee Alabaster represented Australia at the World Equestrian Games in 2010
and at the World Cup in 2012. Quinn R comes with an outstanding pedigree and
a family which has competed with success in international competition.

Tolegro

Totilas
Tewri
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rhiannon R
Jonquil R
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Gribaldi
Lominka
Krack C
Leandra
Rubinstein
Clothilde
Jive Magic (imp)
Shannon R

Questing R

Quaterback
Hunterview Benita
Jive Magic (imp)

Jalabaster R
Chatham Park Allie

Quaterman
Passionata
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia
Jazz
Kind of Magic
Jaybee Alabaster
Yardley Charisma II
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Black mare 13/9/10 16.2hh

Bay gelding 11/11/15 mature 17hh
Quest for Fire R is a really smart gelding who is very impressive to look at as well
as being a very powerful mover. Quest for Fire R has great spring and expression
in all three paces and has the looks and moves to be a sensational competition
horse. Quest for Fire R is by our newest addition Questing R who has just hit the
competition scene winning his first test with a huge 83% and has scored up to
89% at novice. Questing R is by Quaterback and carries the Quando Quando
bloodline. Quando Quando represented Australia in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen,
Germany, and at the 2008 Olympic Games in Hong Kong. Quando has the most
amazing temperament and this has found its way all the way down to Questing
R. Quaterback, the sire of Questing R, was the Bundeschampion 3yo riding
horse. He scored a 10 for his rideablilty. The dam line is equally impressive being
out of the Regardez Moi mare Rainy Morning R. Regardez Moi himself needs no
introduction and our confidence in this line is such that Rainy Morning R’s full
sister was the mare we chose to put in foal to Totilas which has produced the
mare Tawny Morning R who will be retained by the Ryans. This is our first foal
by Questing R and we sincerely hope that he will find a partner to take him all
the way to the top.

Questing R

Quaterback
Hunterview Benita
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rainy Morning R
Joyful Morning R
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Quaterman
Passionata
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia
Rubinstein
Clothilde
Jive Magic (imp)
Misty Morning R

PPT Nemo R due 04/12/17

Rosehip R is a magnificent black young mare with spine tingling paces and
breeding to die for. Rosehip R is by Regardez Moi who at the moment has to be
the dressage sire sensation of Australia. Regardez Moi has on three different
occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Champion and he has competed
overseas representing Australia. His progeny Utopian Cardinal is now the
reigning Australian Grand Prix Champion 2016 and at the Nationals for 2016
in the Grand Prix Freestyle the class was won by Mindarah Park Ramadan and
second was Utopian Cardinal. Both horses by Regardez Moi! On the dam side of
Rosehip R is Jive Magic who was a mighty Grand Prix performer before being
injured doing stud duties. Jive Magic did win the Sydney CDI Grand Prix in 2010
with Rozzie Ryan in the saddle. Right down the bottom line is Don Ramiro who
carries the Donnerhall bloodlines and who was a sensational 5yo and then
unfortunately for us was sold back to Germany. Rosehip R is in foal to Nemo R
who is by the stallion Negro, the sire of the London and Rio Olympics individual
gold medallist Valegro. Nemo R’s granddam on his dam’s side is a full sister to
Don Schufro. Don Schufro represents the Donnerhall bloodline and is the sire
of Weihegold who was the only horse to beat Valegro in any class at Rio. That
makes Nemo R possibly the best bred Grand Prix dressage stallion in the world
today. Exciting times.

Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde
Jive Magic (imp)

Julip R
Delphinium R

Rosenkavalier
Antine
Consul
Debby
Jazz
Kind of Magic
Don Ramiro (imp)
Lilac
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Bay colt 8/9/16 mature 16.3hh
Festival R is a beautiful bay colt with a star and three white socks. Festival R is
going to develop into the most majestic individual and we would expect him to
grow up around 17hh mark. Festival R has exceptional presence and a beautiful
nature. Festival R is a full brother to Fireworks R who is now six years of age
and a dressage sensation being already comfortable with tempi changes down
to every second stride, piaffe, the beginning of passage and multiple wins and
championships in the novice classes with scores usually being over the 70%
mark. Festival R is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Fiji R who is campaigned
and trained by young rider Bree Tillitzki. Together Bree and Fiji R have posted
multiple wins in the Grand Prix arena. Jamie R, dam of Festival R is by the very
successful Grand Prix stallion Jive Magic who with Rozzie won the 2010 Grand
Prix at the Sydney CDI. This is possibly the most prestigious dressage show in
Australia at the time. Jamie R is in turn out of Regalia R who is by Regardez Moi.
Regardez Moi has been three time the Australian Grand Prix Champion and was
this year the sire of the Australian Grand Prix Champion Utopian Cardinal. Festival
R is a mighty collection of the very best competition genetics in the world.
Fiji R (imp)

Florencio I
Hawaii
Jive Magic (imp)

Jamie R
Regalia R
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Florestan I
Walessa
Harvard
Habanera
Jazz
Kind of Magic
Regardez Moi (imp)
Lucilla R
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Bay mare 30/10/03 16hh
PPT Questing R due 21/12/17

Just Morning R is a bay mare with four white socks and a blaze. Just Morning R is
an outstanding broodmare, with beautiful paces. Just Morning R is by Grand Prix
stallion Jive Magic, a big time Grand Prix dressage winner in the past having won
the Sydney CDI Grand Prix class in 2010 before having his competition career
cut short after sustaining an injury during stud duties. Just Morning’s dam, Misty
Morning R, is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Richmeed Medallion. Misty
Morning R’s dam is Diamond Delight, who in turn is by Don Ramiro. Don Ramiro
was a dressage sensation and carries the Donnerhall and Pik Bube bloodlines.
Just Morning R is one of the few smaller mares in the Ryans’ broodmare herd,
however, there is nothing small about the performances from this line and it is
only a matter of time before a champion emerges. It is a fantastic line. Both Jive
Magic and Richmeed Medallion are or were sensational Grand Prix competition
stallions.
Just Morning R’s progeny have been beautiful foals that move really well. Just
Morning R is sold in foal to Questing R who is a young 5yo stallion by Quaterback
being campaigned by Heath Ryan. At the moment Questing R is turning heads all
around Australia and there is much speculation that this young horse is as good
a dressage prospect as Australia has in terms of our Olympic future.

Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic
Richmeed Medallion

Misty Morning R
Diamond Delight R

Cocktail
Charmante
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia
May Sherif
Desert Gold
Don Ramiro
Kenare Snowshoes
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Wholly Relics
QUALITY ANTIQUES

Wholly Relics is based in a heritagelisted building that was once part
of the old Maitland flour mill,
which dates back to 1860-1870.
Wholly Relics specialises in quality
antiques, and carries a huge range
of constantly changing stock.
The bottom floor of Wholly Relics
is a treasure trove of top quality
pieces, including Royal Doulton,
Shelley, Winton, Belleek and
Limoges. There is crystal, plus
glassware including a huge
range of Victorian and some
Georgian, in red, green, purple,
yellow and white.
There is costume jewellery and knick-knacks, plus a
great selection of quality furniture, lamps and accessories
ranging from 1860s to 1920s, and a huge range of popular
Masters’ prints. Those who wander upstairs are able to
fossick for a bargain amid the lower-priced goods.

If you are visiting the Hunter, make sure you
take the time to call in. We are open from
10am to 4pm Thursday to Sunday, or by
appointment.
Just 15 minutes from the freeway,
Wholly Relics is right on the New
England Highway at East Maitland
and has plenty of off-road parking
behind the building.

P: 02 4933 4966 | E: whollyrelics@hunterlink.net.au
99 Newcastle Road, East Maitland

www.whollyrelics.com.au
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RIDDEN HORSE TRIALLING
This is one of the outstanding opportunities offered through the AOS selling program.
We would encourage all riders who are slightly interested in the ridden horses to
pluck up the courage to trial these horses in the official trialling times. Of course you
are very welcome to trial these horses by prior arrangement in the weeks preceding
the auction. Most people do suffer from the thought of riding in front of a crowd on
the official trialling day. Our take on this is that if you are too embarrassed to look
out for your own interests, then certainly nobody else will. Also, if you have dreams
and ambitions, secret or otherwise, and being embarrassed is the biggest obstacle
you have to overcome, then really life is not too bad. Realistically you will have to
overcome much bigger obstacles than just being self-conscious or embarrassed. Get
out there, trial these horses and take advantage of a great opportunity.
At the auction you do have the unique advantage of comparing one horse against
the other. This comparison opportunity is exactly what happens in competition, one
horse immediately compared against another, a phenomena which is very difficult to
replicate when buying a horse privately. Riding is a passion discipline and in most
instances when buying privately a prospective purchaser falls in love with a horse and
buys it. In the auction situation, a prospective purchaser is much more likely to weigh
up the pros and cons of each horse on a comparative basis. Of course, falling in love
with the horse is a critical ingredient for success but we at the AOS would encourage
you firstly to select your next horse on an intellectual level, then follow your heart
and fall in love with the horse. We all know of people that have bought horses that
didn’t turn out to be everything they had hoped for but nevertheless, love the horse
and persevere even when it is clear they should sell and start again. Treat the auction
trialling as a day at the office.
We encourage everyone to trial each horse that goes close to falling into their wish
list category. Keep in mind that sometimes a horse that reads and looks mediocre in
the catalogue actually turns out to be lots better in real life than you had expected.
Conversely, some horses will catch your imagination in the catalogue, and then be
disappointing in real life. Once you ride more than two horses you will lose track of
details on each horse so we encourage you to write notes on each horse immediately
after trialling them. Also, watching a horse being trialled by other riders is a great way
of assessing honesty and rideability.
The first official trialling is on Saturday at 2pm and on Sunday at 8.30am and we
would encourage all interested parties to take advantage of this Saturday trialling.
This does give you as the potential buyer the opportunity to have another ride the next
day Sunday, at 8am. This also gives you enough time to research the horses and talk
to the owners.
The basic format of trialling is that two or three horses come into the arena and
are shown off for the first five minutes by their vendors, basically warming up and
just gently running through the horse’s routine. Then people wishing to have a little
sit are invited to come forward. Prospective buyers organise to trial a horse by
approaching the AOS representative, who takes a list of names so as to keep the
trialling ordered, and also signing the appropriate waivers. Each trialling is tailored
to each rider’s individual needs, keeping in mind that the first and foremost priority
is safety, and of course the well-being of the horse. It is a very hectic schedule with
two sessions of public trialling plus the auction, all in two days, so horse welfare is a
major consideration. We are of course very aware of also servicing the riders’ needs.

Good luck, and if you have any questions please feel free to contact
Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636 or email info@auctionofthestars.com
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After the hammer falls,
don’t go anywhere
without insuring
your horse.

IRT Insurance covers all breeds of horse, for all types of
owners, and all kinds of risk from travel to Colic Surgery.
But every policy starts with the same simple goal –
protecting you and your horse.
What will I be covered for?
Death and Theft of your horse.
What extras can I insure?
Colic Surgery and Stallion Infertility.
How do I arrange fall of hammer cover?
Speak to Cheryl Dods from IRT Insurance who will be
attending this event. Mobile: 0411 703 703.
How long do claims take to be paid?
Once all of your documentation has been received by
us your claim should be finalised within 7 business days.
To find out how
IRT Insurance can help
you and your horse,
please contact us today
on 1800 331 215
www.irtinsurance.com
AFSL 247020

